All of the **plenary sessions** (including inspiring keynote speeches, panels and EPALE talks) are freely accessible online via EPALE platform, [Facebook](#), [LinkedIn](#), and [Twitter](#).

**Workshops** will be accessible only after registration as participants are limited. Workshops are open only to EPALE users, therefore you need to be logged-in to the website before registering. If you're not an EPALE user, create your EPALE account [here](#).

**National Side Events** have different access modes. Check the ones you are interested in for more information.
09.15–09.20 CEST
Welcome by Tamsin Rose, Moderator

09.20–09.40 CEST
OPENING
- Sophia Eriksson Waterschoot, Director for Youth, Education and Erasmus+ – European Commission – DG EAC
- Manuela Geleng, Director for Skills, European Commission – Directorate General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion

09.45–10.15 CEST
KEYNOTE SPEECH
The limits of modern education in times of hyper-complexity
Vanessa de Oliveira Andreotti, Professor, Canada research chair in race, inequalities and global change, University of British Columbia

10.15–11.00 CEST
DIALOGUE
Education, community and memory
- Laura Ferro, Teacher and researcher at ADN – Archivio diaristico nazionale
- Dineke Stam, Specialist in the interculturalization at Intercultural Museum & Heritage Projects
- Aline Sierp, Associate Professor in European Studies at Maastricht University
- Klara Jackl, POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews

11.00–11.20 CEST
WRAP UP AND CLOSING OF PLENARY SESSION

11.30–12.30 CEST
WORKSHOP
Community-based practices for empowerment
- Micaela Casalboni, Actress and co-art director at Teatro dell’Argine
- Christin Cieslak, Head of programmes and stakeholder engagement at EAEA - Moderator

REGISTER HERE
EPALE Latvia
13.00 - 16.00 CEST (14.00 - 17.00 EEST)
Learning Communities: Hints of Adult Learning
Online training with interactive elements, discussions and exchange of best practise

EPALE Netherlands
15.00 - 17.00 CEST
Learning Communities: do's and don'ts in setting up learning communities
Interactive session/discussion

EPALE Slovakia
13.30 - 15.00 CEST
Citizenship Education and its Value for the Society
Panel Discussion and collective screening of the 2022 Community Conference

EPALE Slovenia
13.00 - 15.00 CEST
2022 EAAL forum and EPALE online discussion:
Green skills for life and learning communities
Online discussion

09.00 - 13.00 CEST (10.00 - 14.00 Finnish time)
EPALE 2022 Community Conference Collective Screening
Collective Screening of the 2022 Community Conference at KVS, Helsinki

09.00 - 13.00 CEST (10.00 - 14.00 Finnish time)
EPALE 2022 Community Conference Collective Screening
Collective Screening of the 2022 Community Conference at ALMA, Vaasa and afternoon work-shop(s)
10.00-10.05 CEST
Welcome by Tamsin Rose, Moderator

10.05-10.30 CEST
SPEAKER’S CORNER
Raising young voices to amplify equity and inclusion
İlayda Eskitaşcioğlu, United Nations young leader for the SDGs, co-founder of We Need to Talk

FIND OUT MORE HERE

10.30-11.15 CEST
COFFEE AND CONVERSATION
Young adults’ participation and citizenship

• Xavier Rambla, Associate Professor of sociology at the Autonomous University of Barcelona

• Hanna Toiviainen, Professor of Adult Education at the faculty of education and culture, Tampere University

• Nika Kovač, Founding Director of Institute of 8th March

• Biliana Sirakova, EU Youth Coordinator, European Commission – Directorate General for Education, Youth, Sport and Culture

FIND OUT MORE HERE

11.15-11.25 CEST
WRAP UP AND CLOSING OF PLENARY SESSION

11.30-12.30 CEST
WORKSHOP
Speak your voice! Free your future!

• Myriam Zekagh, Youth mobilization and learning coordinator at European Alternatives

• Jon Harding, Vice Chairman/Treasurer for LLLP – Moderator

REGISTER HERE
NATIONAL SIDE EVENTS

EPALE Belgium DE
13.30 - 18.00 CEST
Learning by Moving – Celebration of 35 Years Erasmus+, Erasmus Days 2022 & the European Year of Youth
Keynote speech, workshop, world cafés, informal exchange and networking

FIND OUT MORE HERE

EPALE Germany
10.00 - 12.00 CEST
EPALE Academy „Konflikte? Besser schlichten als richten!“ (Conflicts? Better to mediate than to judge!) with Maren Lohrer, certified Mediator and EPALE-Ambassador
Workshop online

FIND OUT MORE HERE

EPALE Montenegro
10.00 -13.00 CEST
Skills revolution: media literacy significance - disinformation, online harassment and hate speech
Workshop for EPALE ambassadors (face-to-face) and EPALE community (online)

EPALE Netherlands
10.00 - 12.00 CEST
Are we ready for green skills by using Green Comp?
Interactive session / discussion

FIND OUT MORE HERE

EPALE Finland
10.00 - 12.00 CEST (11.00 - 13.00 Finnish time)
EPALE 2022 Community Conference Collective Screening
Collective Screening of the 2022 Community Conference at EDUFI, Helsinki and a short networking opportunity

FIND OUT MORE HERE
15.00-15.05 CEST
Welcome by Tamsin Rose, Moderator

15.05-15.30 CEST
BOOK TALK
The empowering potential of language: a conversation on bilingualism

Fabrice Jaumont, Author of “Conversations on Bilingualism”

FIND OUT MORE HERE

15.30-16.15 CEST
EPALE TALK
Empowering all adults to regularly take up learning opportunities

• Wilma Greco, Teacher and volunteer at the Casa Circondariale (Prison) - Sicily

• Eleni Zenonos, Project Manager at the Center For Social Innovation - Cyprus

• Puk Witte, Consultant at Sardes

• Alison Crabb, Head of the Skills Agenda Unit, Directorate General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion

FIND OUT MORE HERE

16.15-16.30 CEST
WRAP UP AND CLOSING OF PLENARY SESSION

16.30-17.30 CEST
WORKSHOP
Aligning skills and motivation for human-centered learning

• Marcella Milana, Associate Professor of general and social education at the Department of Human Sciences, University of Verona

• Pauline Boivin, Project and policy manager of LLLP – Moderator

REGISTER HERE
10.00-10.05 CEST
Welcome by Tamsin Rose, Moderator

10.05-10.30 CEST
KEYNOTE SPEECH
Creativity: the key to sustainable futures

Giovanni Emanuele Corazza, Professor at University of Bologna and President at Fondazione Guglielmo Marconi

FIND OUT MORE HERE

10.30-11.15 CEST
EPALE TALK
Reimagining diverse and inclusive theatrical practices

• Letizia Rompelberg, Artistic Director of the company Zout

• Stefan Perceval, Actor, theatre director and coordinator of theatre company HETGEVOLG - Belgium

• Sam Khabizi, Director at Les Têtes de l’Art

• Vera Winthagen, Policy Analyst (designer), New European Bauhaus team, Joint Research Centre, European Commission

FIND OUT MORE HERE

11.15-12.00 CEST
WRAP UP AND CLOSING OF PLENARY SESSION

12.00-13.00 CEST
WORKSHOP
Creative ways to engage people with culture

• Aleksandra Strzelichowska, Senior online marketing specialist at Europeana, Europe’s platform for cultural heritage

• Christin Cieslak, Head of programmes and stakeholder engagement at EAEA - Moderator

REGISTER HERE
NATIONAL SIDE EVENTS

EPALE Austria
10.30 - 18.00 CEST
Life Skills in der Region und der Europäischen Erwachsenenbildungs-Community
Event on Life skills hosted by SPES future academy

FIND OUT MORE HERE

EPALE Italy
9.30 - 17.00 CEST
Erasmus and Epale Lab monitoring meeting on Culture and Creativity
Invitation-only event for beneficiaries of KA227 Culture and Creativity projects and Collective Screening of the 2022 Community Conference

FIND OUT MORE HERE

EPALE Malta
Time TBD
Community Conference EPALE Malta
Panel discussion and networking session

EPALE Poland
10.00 - 12.00 CEST
The tools and ways of working to help museums and galleries make richer experiences for their adult visitors
Online presentation/seminar with English translation